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To each discrete series representation of a connected semisimple Lie group G 
with finite center, a G-equivariant embedding into a generalized principal series 
representation is given. This representation is induced from specified parameters on 
a maximal parabolic subgroup of G and the mapping is defined by an integral 
formula, analogous to the Szego integral introduced by Knapp and Waliach fur a 
minimal parabolic subgroup. In a limiting case, embeddings of limits of discrete 
series representations are obtained and used tu exhibit a reducibility theorem. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
To each discrete series representation R,, of a connected semisimple Lie 
group G with finite center, Knapp and Wallach have associated an integral 
formula which provides an explicit G-equivariant quotient mapping from a 
certain nonunitary principal series representation (induced from a minimal 
parabolic subgroup of G) onto rc,, . The existence of a G-equivariant map 
from a certain maximal parabolic-induced generalized principal series 
representation and with image nA was proved by Schmid (unpublished). In 
this paper we give an explicit realization of Schmid’s map by means of an 
integral formula analogous to the one obtained by Knapp and Wallach. 
For simplicity in describing these results, we assume in this section only 
that G is acceptable in the sense of [S] by passing to a double covering of G 
if necessary. In [5] Harish-Chandra proved that G has a discrete series 
8’(G) if and only if G has a Cartan subgroup T contained in a maximal 
compact subgroup K of G. Members of 8*(G) are parametrized by 
equivalence classes (under conjugation by the Weyl group of K) of 
*Research partially supported by NSF Grant MCS-8102221. 
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nonsingular integral forms A on the complexification tC of the Lie algebra t 
of T [4, 51. The discrete series representation n associated to such a Harish- 
Chandra parameter .4 may be realized on a space of square integrable 
smooth functions on G that transform on one side under K and that are 
annihilated by an appropriate first-order differential operator. Schmid’s 
operator %‘,, introduced in [ 13, 141 is convenient for our purposes. 
A noncompact root (x1, simple in the A-dominant ordering of 
A = A(g”, t”), determines a generalized Iwasawa decomposition G = MANK, 
where A is the analytic subgroup of G corresponding to a = R . (E,, + E-J 
(Sect. 3). Let (z~, V,) denote the lowest K-type in x,, ; its highest weight is 
the Blattner parameter 1= A - 6, + 6,. Let $ denote the compact Cartan 
subalgebra of m contained in t; let A, = II & and A 1 = A 1 ,/Z. Three facts are 
important here: 
(a) A, is a Harish-Chandra parameter for MO, the identity 
component of M (Proposition 4.1), (1.1) 
(b) 1, is the highest weight of a (K f7M0)-type (Us, Hi) 
occurring naturally in (z, IKnMO, V,) (Proposition 3.2), and (1.2) 
cc> 4 is the Blattner parameter corresponding to A, 
(Proposition 4.1). (1.3) 
With (A, A +, al) as above we can describe a P = MAN-induced 
generalized principal series representation (U(7c: v(A)), HU) of G and a G- 
equivariant map S, of HU onto 7c,, (Sect. 4). The parameters in the induction 
are a discrete series representation 71 of M and a character eucA’ of A, where 
v(A) E Hom,(a, R) is given by (cf. Sect. 5) 
WP,, + Lx*) =P(J%, + LY,) - & (4 a,>. (l-4) 
The element 71 of g’(M) is given by 7~ = IndMOZ,TM(7c,,l @ r), where 7c,,, is the 
member of Z2(Mo) with Harish-Chandra parameter A, and ?j = v(/i) is a 
compatible character of Z, (cf. Sect. 4). Then U(n: v(A)) is equivalent o 
We realize 7rA1 by means of solutions in Ca,(Mo, an) (cf. (2.5) for this 
notation) of Schmid’s operator gA, for MO; z,, is analogously realized in the 
kernel of g1 in Cm(G, TV). Then for f in the dense subspace 
P(G, nLAl 0 q 0 e”(“) @ 1) of %(z~,: g: @I)), f(g)(l) belongs to HA c V, 
and the SzegG map S, is given by 
S,f(x) = j GWf(k x)(l) dk (x E G). 
K 
(1.5) 
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Our main theorem is 
THEOREM 1.1. With A nonsingular and A ‘-dominant and 2 = A t 
6, - 6, integral, the operator SL given by (1.5) with v(A) given by (1.4) 
carries P(G, x*, @ ~7 0 e”“” @ 1) G-equivariantly into the kernel of 8A in 
C*(G, tn). With the realizations described above, S, carries the K-finite 
vectors of the generalized principal series 22(x,, , : v : v(A)) in g-equivariant 
fashion onto the K-jinite vectors of the discrete series 71~. 
This is done in two steps. In Section 5 we show that when v(A) is given by 
(1.4) S, maps into the kernel of GA. Then, under certain regularity 
conditions on 1 and Ai, Theorem (1.1) follows immediately from known 
results about discrete series (cf. Sect. 6). The second step is to pass to 
remaining parameters by means of the tensoring method of Zuckerman [ 191. 
The definition of the &ego integral (1 S) is valid for a more general class 
of parameters /i. We call /i a limit Harish-Chandra parameter if A is 
orthogonal to only {*a,}, where ai is a simple noncompact root in an 
ordering in which /i is dominant. The point is that facts (1. I)-( 1.3) persist 
for limit Harish-Chandra parameters II, although each such gives rise to two 
Blattner parameters 1 and A’, hence two Szego integrals S, and S,,. The 
images of these’ Szego maps are limits of discrete series representations and 
in Section 6 we interpret a result of Schmid concerning the splitting of 
P/(X,, 1 : r: p) into two such limits of discrete series representations. 
We remark that it was to exhibit an analytic solution to this theorem of 
Schmid, along the lines of [2], that led us to extending the setting of Szego 
integrals. The construction of Knapp and Wallach relied on the existence of 
a “fundamental sequence of noncompact roots”; however, not every 
noncompact root ai can be extended to a fundamental sequence, as can be 
seen in Sp(2, R). Thus, the results we obtain here do not follow directly from 
[ 9, lo]; nevertheless the main ideas are present in [9], as well as many of the 
specific computations. In Section 5 where most of our computations occur, 
we have attempted to isolate those features of the analysis not present in [9], 
referring extensively to [9] for the overlapping calculations. 
Further results concerning Szego integrals (their relationship with 
Eisenstein integrals and a global analytic proof of Theorem 6.4) were 
announced in [ 1 ] and will appear elsewhere. Iteration of the results obtained 
here to give other quotient maps including the Szego mappings of Knapp and 
Wallach will appear in [3]. The author would like to thank Professor A. W. 
Knapp for many discussions concerning this work and also the referee, 
whose many suggestions improved the exposition. 
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2. NOTATION AND NORMALIZATION 
Let G be a connected semisimple Lie group with finite center and let 
Q = t 0 p be a Cartan decomposition of the Lie algebra g of G corresponding 
to a Cartan involution 8. If V is any real vector space, Vc will denote its 
complexification; a prime will denote the vector space dual over the 
indicated field. Bar denotes conjugation of gc with respect o g. Let d (resp. 
A, and A,) denote the roots of gc with respect o the complexified compact 
Cartan subalgebra tC (resp. the compact and noncompact roots). 
Let B denote the Killing form of g c. Let (., .) be the nonsingular bilinear 
form on (tC)’ x (t”)’ arising from B. For a in A define H, in tC so that 
a(H)=B(H,H,) for H in t c. We fix a normalization [ 7, p. 155 ] of root 
vectors E, E g, so that 
W,~E-J = ,,“2 = (,ra) (2.1) 
and 
OE, = -Ep,. 
It follows that if a is noncompact, then E, + E-, is in g. 
Define HL = (2/l a I’) H, . Then 
(2.2) 
a(Hb) = 2 (2.3) 
and 
[E,, E-,] = H;. (2.4) 
Let W, be the subgroup of iV = W(gc, tC) generated by the reflections 
about the compact root hyperplanes. Once a positive system of roots A ’ has 
been chosen, define 
The discrete series of G is parametrized by the W, orbits on the set of 
nonsingular linear forms n on tc for which n - 6 is integral. An important 
consideration is that, appearances to the contrary, this parametrization does 
not require a choice of positive system of A. In dealing with a Harish- 
Chandra parameter /i we are therefore free to introduce a notion of positivity 
A + to suit our convenience. 
For functions f E C”(G) we use the vector field notation for differen- 
tiating, letting Xf(g) = (d/dt)f((exp tX)-’ g)\,=, for X E Q. If Z E g” and 
Z =X + iY with X, YE g, then Zf = Xf+ iYJ 
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If G’ is a subgroup of G and (rr,Z) is a representation of G’ on Z, we 
will let P(G, rc) denote the subspace of P(G,R) consisting of functions f
that satisfy 
f( 6x>= $g’) f(x) (g’ E G’;x E G). (2.5) 
All measures used are unimodular Haar measures normalized to have 
total mass one. Cardinality will be denoted by #. 
3. SCHMID'S DIFFERENTIAL OPERATORS 
Our starting point is a linear form A on tC that is either a Harish-Chandra 
parameter or a limit Harish-Chandra parameter (cf. Sect. 1). Order A so that 
A is A+-dominant. If A is a Harish-Chandra parameter, take a, to be any 
simple noncompact root; otherwise let a, be the unique positive root 
orthogonal to A. In the latter case it is easy to see that a, must be simple. 
Let 2 =A - 6, + 6,. Then 1= A - 6 + 26, is integral and A:-dominant 
(since A is A ‘-dominant and A:-nonsingular). Let (rl, VJ be a K-type with 
highest weight A and nonzero highest weight vector On. 
Form the K-module I’, @ p” under the action of K given by r1 @ Ad IPc. 
Every irreducible K-module that occurs in V, 0 pc occurs with multiplicity 
one and highest weight 1 +/I for some /I E A, [ 13, Lemma 91. The proof 
cited shows that any nonzero highest weight vector of V, @ pc belonging to 
weight 1 + ,8, can be written in the form 
(3.1) 
Thus rA @ Ad IPc decomposes as &EA” m4ti1+s, where m4 = 0 or 1. Let t; 
be the subrepresentation of rA @ Ad 1 +Z on Vi = CosAi @ m-, v,, -D. Let P, 
denote the orthogonal projection of V, 0 pc into VT. Note that 
G(k) PA(v) = P,(r, 0 Ad(k) v> (kEK,vEC,OpC). (3.2) 
Also useful is the observation that PA(v) = 0 if v is a weight vector belonging 
to a weight that is not of the form Iz - Q with Q a nonempty sum of positive 
roots. 
If x, )...) X,, is an orthonormal basis of pc with respect to 4(X, Si;>, 
Schmid’s differential operator g1 from C”(G, rn) to P(G, r;) is defined by 
(x E G). 
i=l 
(3.3) 
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This operator does not depend on the choice of orthonormal basis of pc and 
is equivariant with respect to right translation by G on C”(G, r*) and 
C”(G, 7~). Using the orthonormal basis {($ l/?j2)1’2Eq ID Ed,} we get 
(x E G). (3.4) 
Let lo denote the orthonormal complement of ilR . Ha1 in t. Let 
a = R * xa,, where Xa, = EmI + E-,, and let u,, = exp(z/4)(E,, - Ep,,). 
The following well-known lemma is an easy computation. 
LEMMA 3.1. The Cayley transform Ad(ual) is the identity on b and 
Ad(u,,)a=R ‘H,,. As a result Ad(u,,)(a @ @)’ = tC and (a 0 b)c is a 8- 
stable Cartan subalgebra of g ‘. 
With this e-stable Cartan subalgebra a @ b as a starting point, the 
construction of the parabolic MAN is a standard one originating in the early 
papers of Harish-Chandra. Details and omitted proofs may be found in [ 181. 
Let @ =4(gc, (a @ Ij)c) and denote by Q1 the subset of roots in @ 
vanishing on a. Then LAd(u,,) carries d to @ and d-roots vanishing on H,, 
to elements of @, . Images of subsets of A under ‘Ad(u,]) will be indicated 
with a prime and, in particular, we let a’ = ‘Ad(ual) (x. If the root vector E,, 
corresponding to a’ E @, is defined by E,, = Ad@,,)- ‘E, , then by 
(9, p. 1761 we have 
E,, = I 
E, a, ‘Y, strongly orthogonal 
8IL,Al- lEa,+w 
(3.5) 
otherwise. 
Let m denote the orthogonal complement of a in Z,(a). Order the 
restricted a-roots by E,, + E-a,. Let p denote half the sum of the positive 
restricted a-roots and let n be the nilpotent subalgebra ssociated to a [ 18, p. 
2831. Let MO, A, and N be the analytic subgroups of G corresponding to m, 
a, and n, respectively. Then M= Z,(a)M’ is a subgroup of G and 
P = MAN is a cuspidal parabolic subgroup of G with given Langlands 
decomposition. The algebra lo is a compact Cartan subalgebra of m and 
m” = Q”@ Cn,Ee, @ g,, is its root space decomposition, where 
9 m<=C ‘E,,. Let Q?: be the set of roots in Q1 whose inverse Cayley 
transform is positive. 
Every connected component of M is met by K and KM = K n M and 
K,o= K nM” are the maximal compact subgroups of M and MO, respec- 
tively. Let (Qil)k and (Ql),, denote the compact and noncompact roots, 
respectively. Let (an, HA) denote the representation of KM0 on HA, the K,- 
cyclic subspace of V, generated by tin under rl, acting by the restriction of 
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rA IKMO to HA. In the next proposition we prove that (c*., HA) is irreducible 
with highest weight 1, = I /@c, thereby showing that I, is integral and (@r): - 
dominant. 
PROPOSITION 3.2. (Us, H,,) is an irreducible representation of KMO. 
Relative to @: the highest weight of oA on the Cartan subalgebra b” is L, 
and #l is a highest weight vector. 
Proof. If ,L? in A: is strongly orthogonal to a, then E,, = E, by (3.5) and 
so a,(E,,) #n = tn(E,) $l = 0. If /I in A,+ is orthogonal to a1 but not strongly 
so, then both p + a, and /I - a1 belong to A: (because a, is simple 
noncompact) and using the second part of (3.5) we get a,@,,) dA = 0. 1 
We remark that by using KM0 instead of K,,, we avoid the complications of 
Let pz= (pn m)c= C4,E(a,Jn@ go,. Schmid’s operator gA, on M” is 
associated to the parameter 1,. Thus, we decompose the representation 
h@Ad(q~,H,@~~ as indicated earlier in this section and let P,, denote 
the projection of HA @ pz onto H; = &,E(O,+Jn m_,,H,,-,. Denote by 0; 
the representation of K,, on Hi obtained by the restriction of Us 0 Ad 1,: 
The differential operator @A I
P(MO, ai) is defined by 
from Crn(MO, DA> into 
gA,f(m)= C qJ%,(EnjfW @E-d (m E MO) (3.6) 
4’E(@,)” 
with positive constants cq, arising from the normalization of the basis 
F&3@’ E (@Al of PZ. 
We will need the following relationship between 5$ and QA, : 
PROPOSITION 3.3. If HA @ pi is regarded as a vector subspace of 
V, @ pc, then ker P,, G ker P, IHA opc,. 
ProoJ First observe that ker PA, = Cy,,o @ m,,H,, + r, is generated by 
the image of all highest weight vectors #A,+Y, under the action of 
(a, @ Ad/,$)(k) with k E KM,. By (3.2) it s&ices to show that 
f?h,,,~ ) = 0 for y’ > 0. This follows from the observation after (3.2). 1 
4. THE SZEG~ INTEGRAL 
The generalized Iwasawa decomposition G = M’ANK with unique A, N, 
and M°K components will be written elementwise as g =p(g) eH%c( g) 
with p(g) E exp(p f7 m), H(g) E a, n E N, and K(g) E K. The appearance of 
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an “n” in a formula will signify the unique element of N for which that 
formula is valid. 
We will be concerned with generalized principal series representations 
U(7c: V) induced from ~0 e” @ 1 on MAN, where 71 is a discrete series 
representation of M and v E (a’)c. In the induced picture a dense subspace of 
U(rr: V) is P(G, rr @ e” @ 1) with the action of G given by 
w v: g >f(x> =f(xg) (x, g E ‘3. 
The parameters have been arranged so that U(7c: v) is unitary whenever v is 
of the form p + iv,, where v, belongs to a’. The compact picture is obtained 
by restriction to K. In this realization the dense subspace is P(K, n]& 
with group action given by 
U(7c: v: g)f(k) = e”H’kg’n&(kg)) f(rc(kg)) (kEK,gE G). 
The discrete series representation rc of M is obtained from a discrete series 
representation x, of M” and a compatible character r on the center Z,,, of M 
and inducing no @ r from M’Z, to M (cf. [6, 111; additional detail for 
linear M is contained in [8]). 
The double induction that thereby results in the construction of U(7c: v) 
can be simplified through Mackey’s induction in stages theorem [ 12, p. 1091. 
For f in Cm(G, 7~ @ e” @ 1) with 7c = Ind,oZ+,T,(rro @ q), evaluation 
f-f (*Xl) exhibits the equivalence of U(x: v) with %(n,: II: v) = 
Ind,0ZdNtc(7ro @ q @ e” @ 1). A dense subspace of the representation space 
of Z! is P(G, rro @ r] @ e” @ 1). We turn to a specification of the 
parameters no and v. 
Let /1, =/i Ihc. Let J(l), Sr), and 6, “) denote half the sum of the elements 
of @:, (@i)kf , and (Qi),’ , respectively. 
PROPOSITION 4.1. If A is either a Harish-Chandra parameter or limit 
Harish-Chandra parameter, then A 1 is a Harish-Chandra parameter for MO. 
Furthermore, the Blattner parameter A, - 6L1’ + 8:’ associated to A, is A,. 
Proof. Since (6, - Bn)lhc = Sy) - 8:) [ 15, Sect. 71, it is immediate that 
L,=A,-6:“+6;‘. From this it follows that A, - 8(l) = A1 - 26:’ is 
integral. It is obvious that AI is nonsingular with respect to @i, even if A is 
orthogonal to a,, hence A, is a Harish-Chandra parameter for M” in any 
event. I 
We now describe an explicit realization of z,,, E Zz(Mo) by means of 
Schmid’s operator g,, , . Let R,, denote the action of M” on Coo(Mo, Ok) by 
right multiplication and by abuse of notation on any RA1-invariant subspace 
of Cm(Mo, oJ as well. Let CF(M’, aA) denote the kernel of gl, in 
Coo(Mo, on). Then (R,, , XA,) is a representation of m if X1, is the subspace 
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of K,&inite vectors in CF(MO, an). It is well known that when 1, is far from 
the walls of @,, then (RJ,, z>,) is equivalent as a representation of m with 
the representation of m on the space of K,Jinite vectors of (rr,, , HA’). If ;1 I
is not far from the walls, one obtains by means of a tensoring technique 
introduced by Zuckerman [ 191 an appropriate subspace S,, of R1, for 
which (x,,,, HA’) is infinitesimally equivalent to (RA,, cY1,). The precise 
definition of &, is given in Section 6 (in the context of G). Until then, where 
the existence of a concrete realization of the discrete series is required, the 
larger space Cp(M’, a*) will suffice for the purpose at hand. 
A character n = q(A) of 2, compatible with n,,, is required to agree with 
the scalar action of IZ~ lZfla(Mj since 7cn ,(z)f(m) =f(mz) =f(rm) = al(z) f(m) 
for z in Z,&M) c Ku0 and m in MO. Let $A be the irreducible representation 
of M’Z, on HA that extends Us by defining cAj,, = <&, . I, where & is the 
character of the compact Cartan subgroup T whose differential is A. It is this 
specification of the compatible character q of Z,V that we use. 
With E,~, realized on a subspace of CF(M’, a,), n as above, and v in (a’)c, 
the full transformation law that an element f in the dense subspace 
Cm(G, rr2, 0 q @e” @ 1) of P(rc,,, : r]: V) satisfies is 
f(mzanx)(km’) = ec’ogaq(z) uA(k)lf(x)(m’m)] 
(~,~‘EM’;zEZ,~;~EA;~EN;~EG;~EK,~~). (4.1) 
We define the Szego integral S,% from P(G, x,,, @ q 0 e” 0 1) into 
Cm(G 5.J by 
SJ-(xl = ( I,-!f(W(Wk (x E G). (4.2) 
“K 
LEMMA 4.2. For f in CcCI(G, rt,,, $3 17 @ e” @ 1) and S,I defined by (4.2), 
we have 
SJ(x) = j, e u’H’k”~“t~(K(kx-‘))~l[f(k)~(kx-‘)~’)] dk (4.3) 
where v’=2p-v. 
Proox Since j, h(k) dk = lK h(lc(/x- ‘)) ez”H(‘x~‘) dl (x E G) for 
continuous functions h on K [ 18, p. 2941, taking h(l) = tA(l)p’[f(lx)(l)] = 
e’N(‘x) r,(l)-’ [f(K(Zx))(a(Zx))] we get 
S,f(x) = ( euH(K('xm')x) .r,(K(k - I)) - ' 
'K 
x [~(K(K(~x-')x))@(K(ZX-')x))] e2pH(‘x-‘)df. 
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The result follows from these easily proven identities: 
WY) = H(Y) (kEK,o;YE q (4.4) 
WY) = GY) (k E K,,,o;y E G), (4.5) 
H(lc(Zx-‘) x) = -H(Zx-‘) (ZEK;xE G), (4.6) 
,u(Jc(Zx-1)X) =p(Zx-‘)-I (ZEK;xE G), (4.7) 
IC(rc(Zx-‘)X) = 1 (ZEK;xE G), (4.8) 
p(kZx-‘) = kp(Zx-1) k-1 (z~K;rk~K,,,o;xE G). 1 (4.9) 
Formula (4.3) is convenient for computations, whereas formula (4.2) 
shows that S, is a G-equivariant map with image in C”(G, rn). Before 
proceeding with any computations, it is appropriate to observe that S, is not 
the zero map when q is taken to be the character t&, as above. Indeed, a 
calculation in X.(2, R) with diagonal A and M= {&I} shows that to each 
parameter 3, there are two choices of q compatible with n,, and one of them 
results in S, being the zero operator. We will indicate the construction of an 
element f* for which S,fl # 0, leaving the verification to the reader. Let aM 
be a maximal abelian subspace of m n p built from a fundamental sequence 
of d,(m’, hC)-roots and let a, = a @ aM. For a compatible ordering of a,- 
roots, let n, be the sum of the positive a,-root spaces and nM the sum of the 
root spaces for the positive a,-roots that vanish on a. Let A,, A,, N,, and N,V 
denote the analytic subgroups of G corresponding to aM, a,, n,, and nM, 
respectively, and let M, = Z,(a,). Then M,A,N, is a minimal parabolic 
subgroup of G and (Ma n M,) A,N, is the minimal parabolic subgroup of 
M” corresponding to the Iwasawa decomposition AMNMKMo of MO. Let Hi 
be the (MO n M,)-cyclic subspace of HA generated by #n under the action of 
u~I,,,,~~,. Let oi = cJ]NOml acting on Hi and let E and E’ denote 
orthogonal projections from V, to HA and HA to Hi, respectively. The map 
g:KxK,,,o+H,, defined by g(k: k”) = E’a,(k’) ET,(~) $A as a function of 
k” belongs to Cm(KMO, ai) for each k in K. If vMO E Horn R(a,V, c), extend 
g(k: .) to M” via the Iwasawa decomposition m = exp Hwo(m) ~K,~~(vz). That 
is, g(k: m) = e”M@Mocm) g(k: xMMO(m)) for (k, m) in K X MO. Applying 
Knapp-Wallach’s theorem on &ego integrals 19, Theorem 10.31 for the 
minimal parabolic (MO n M,) AMNM of MO, there is a parameter 
vMO= v,,&,) which we now fix, for which the map f,](k: .) of M” into HA 
defined by 
f&:x)= 1 un(k,o) ’ g(k: kMox) dk,,,,, (kE K;xE MO) 
” KVO 
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is in ,P,,. Now define the map fA of M°K into ,P& by 
(fA(mk))(x) =fA ,(k: xm) (k E K; m, x E MO). Extend f1 to G by 
fA(x) = euHcx) ?&w.Mw> (x E G). 
It is readily verified that fA is a well-defined element of 
C”(G,7c,1@q@e”@ 1) for which 
5. THEOREM ON S, AND 23A 
We retain the assumptions of Section 3 on A, a,, and A + . In this section 
we show that for each A there is a parameter v = v(A) in Hom,(a, C) for 
which S, maps P(G, 7c,,, @ q @ e” @ 1) into the kernel of aA in C”‘(G, rJ. 
More specifically, 
THEOREM 5.1. Zf v = v(A) is given by 
The proof of Theorem 5.1 follows that of the corresponding Theorem 6.1 
of [9] very closely and, indeed, many computations that we will need can 
either be found in [9, Sect. 71 verbatim or can be obtained by a minor 
variation of the arguments given there. To avoid such duplication we will 
refer the reader to [9] when no essentially new component of the 
computation is present. It will be convenient o have the following notation 
for root strings of a, : 
Apqq = {a E A - {far,} ]/3 + ja, E A exactly for -p <j < q}. 
Let AEqq = Apqq n A,, , Aigq = Ap*q n A,, (Aivq) - = At9q n (-A + ), etc. 
LEMMA 5.1. 
PWaI) + 2 la, I-‘(4, al> - 2 Iarl-2(4, a,> 
= 2#(4*‘)- + 2#(A;#‘)- + 3#(A;,‘)- 
+ 2#(A:*‘)- + 2#(A$‘)- + 3#(Aiv2)-. 
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and so 
=2la,/-’ 
I 
I+ (a,cq) + \’ 
CtCAk G, 
(a,a,)>O (D,a,)>O 
=21a,J2 v 
I p>4 ,,cz,+ cay al) + IX \’ k’ P>4 !wqv 
@,a,>\ 
= x {(P - 4)#(AgTq)+ + (p - q)#(Ll~‘q)-}. 
P>4 
The desired result is obtained by establishing the bijections 
(A:,O)+ ++ (A$O)-, (A:,O)+ ++ (A$‘)-, 
(A;,O)+ +-+ (A;v2)-, and (Ay)+ ++ (A;*‘). 
These are all obtained in the same manner, 
ak+a,-a (a E (diqq)+, p > 4 2 O>, 
using the fact that a, is simple to see that aI - a (a as above) belongs to 
A;. m 
LEMMA 5.2. Let v’ = v’(A) be given by 
v’=2p-v, (5.2) 
where v is given by (5.1). Let P, and P, be the projections of g onto a and t 
defined by the generalized Iwasawa decomposition and let P, be the 
projection of VA @ p” onto VT defined in Section 3. Then 
iY IP12wv,w) #,I 0 K, - T,(P,(E,)) $* @ E-,} = 0. 
BEA” 
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Proof: Since P&Y,) = 0 for /? E A, - {k a,}, P,(E,,) = $X,, , and 
PA(#n @E-(_,,,)=O, we are to show that 
The right side of (5.3) may be written as 
Repeated application of the observation following (3.2) and the formulae of 
19, Proposition 5.21 result in the evaluation of this expression as 
(compare with the computation in 19, p. 181 I). Since 
ccq> = WL,) - v&J =PKq) + 2@, a1>/la1 I2 
=p(X,,)+21a,l-21(~,a1)+(~k,a1)-((6,,a,)}, 
this lemma follows immediately from Lemma 5.1. 1 
LEMMA 5.3. If f belongs to C”(G, z,, ,6? ry 6? e” 6? 1) then for eachJixed 
I in K ~,~(f(l)Ol(~~‘)-‘))i,~, = 0. 
ProoJ If P, denotes the projection of gc to (m n p)’ defined by the 
generalized Iwasawa decomposition g c = (m f7 p)’ @ a c @ n c @ t c, then for 
each I in K 
Now a computation following 19, Proposition 5.21 shows that P,(E,) = E, 
if /3 E djlVo, P,,,(E5)=fE5-i[E,,, [E,,,E,]] if PEdjlq2, P,(E,)= 
fE, - i[E-,,, [E-,,, E,]] if ,f3Ed2,‘, and P,,,(E,)=O otherwise. If y 
belongs to A:,’ then the a,-root string containing y is {/I,, y,p2}, where 
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@, = JI - or E Aig2 and p2 = y + or E A:*‘. With notation N,, as on p. 146 of 
[7] we have ED,= $N,,4, [E-,,,E,] and ED,= tN-,,B2[E,,9EYI. Hence by 
(3.9, P,(E~,) = Qv,,~,E~, and P,,,(E,,) = - $I-,,&~,. A straightforward 
computation shows that 
Thus we may rewrite (5.4) as 
?dfmwYL, 
= ,& ~IB12P,{EBf(z>~(x-‘)-‘))1,=, BE-,} “’ 
(5.5) 
+ YET, I t Ir’l”~*~~,~f(~)Cu(x-‘)-‘))l*=~ @qJ,I* 
k’ 
Now for /I E AO,q” we have I/?‘1 = l/3l,E,, =E,, and i?,=EpD. Since 
(Q,),, = (A~~“)’ U (AL,‘)‘, (5.5) becomes 
Qqf(Z>tp(x-‘I-‘>L 
Now the function x-+f(Z)(,u(x~‘)-‘) when restricted to MO n exp p 
coincides with the function m-f(Z)(m) (m EM0 n exp p). Since for 
CL E (@r),, we have E, E (m f’7 P)~, it follows that 
But f maps into CF(M”, crJ and so for each I, 2JA,{f(Z)(.)} = 0. Thus for 
each z in K CaE(cP,,, lkl’ {E,fV)(.) 0 %I IS in the kernel of P,, and the 
lemma follows from Proposition 3.3. I 
LEMMA 5.4. For each f in Cm(G, z,,, 0 ~0 e” @ 1) there is a 6-vaZued 
function fin Cm(K X G) such that 
SA f(x) = I, e ““‘(‘x-‘)f(Z: x) ~,(rc(Zx- ‘))- ’ $l dl, (5.6) 
where v’ = 2p - v. Furthermore we may takeTto be left K-invariant in the G- 
variable. 
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Proof. If elements {mi}i of KM0 are chosen so that {oA(mi) #A}i forms a 
basis of H,, then there exist elements a, of P(K X G) such that 
f(l)@(lX-‘)-I) = x Ui(l: X) U,(mi) dn (lEK;xE G). 
i 
Then each a, is left K-invariant in its G-variable and therefore so is 
T(l: x) = xi ai(m,Z: x). Clearly 
fwi4x-‘)-‘) =I, a,(k,o> - ‘3@,0 1: x) gn dk,o (5.7) 
M 
D 
and so by Lemma 4.2, 
and the lemma follows by reversing the order of integration, making a 
change of variables, and using (4.4) and (4.5). 1 
Proof of Theorem 5.1. Since the Szego map is equivariant with respect o 
the actions of G on the right and gA is defined by right invariant derivatives, 
it suffices to show gA(S,(f))(l) = 0 for f in Coo(G, 7c,,, @ q @e” @ 1). If 
&?(I: x) = eu’Hux-‘) rA((rc(Zx-'))-' is the Szego kernel associated to S,, then 
by Lemma 5.4, 
~,a(S,(f))(l) =I %(3V: xl Vx) 9,1)1x=1 dl 
K 
(5.8) 
=S,rh(Z)-l~~(J(1:xI)S(l:~)~~)l~=~dZ (5.9) 
The last equality arises by using an orthonormal basis {X, ,..., X,,} of pc in 
computing @A in (5.8) and then using the orthonormal basis 
1-W) X, ,..., Ad(l)X,,} in (5.9). A complication not present in [9] is that 
the scalarization 3 here is defined on K x G (as opposed to K in [9]) and 
must be included in the differentiations. Using the product rule in (5.9) but 
otherwise proceeding exactly as in 19, p. 1801, we find that 
@~($(I: xl) q1: x> 4/A= 1 
+ x‘ t IPI” PA $- [$(I: exp(-CE,) . l)],=,OA GE-,, . 
4Ed n I 
! 
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Thus, in view of Lemma 5.2, 
From (5.7) we see that J,f(Z: x) s,(Z) ~ ’ #A df 
IKt~(Z)-l[f(l)O1(lx-l)-l)] dl from which it follows that 
equals 
which is zero by Lemma 5.3. m 
6. IDENTIFYING THE IMAGE OF THE SZEG~ MAP 
As in [9] the image of the SzegG map S, is identified with the discrete 
series x, in two steps. The first step, when 1 is far from the walls and ,4 is 
regular, requires no further work, being an immediate consequence of 
Corollary 9.5 of [9] and Theorem 5.1. 
THEOREM 6.1. If v = v(L) and ~$1 is far from the walls and A is regular, 
then the image under S, of the space of K-finite vectors in 
C*(G,n,,@ q @ e” @ 1) is the full K-finite kernel of BA in CW(G, 7J. 
Therefore S, is a g-intertwining operator from the K-finite subspace of the 
generalized principal series %(x,, L : v: v) onto the subspace of square 
integrable K-finite vectors in the kernel of gA in P(G, tn). Thus S, exhibits 
the K-finite vectors of (n*, H”) as a g-equivariant quotient space of the K- 
finite subspace of 2V(nA, : q: v). 
In the remaining step it is only assumed that A is a A: - dominant 
integral form on t’; in particular, 1 is not assumed to be far from the walls 
nor is it assumed that /i is nonsingular. The technique of tensoring with 
finite dimensional representations introduced by Zuckerman [ 191 is 
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commonly used to deal with such parameters. Knapp and Wallach adapted 
this method to their Szego integrals showing them to behave well under finite 
dimensional tensoring [9, Sect. lo]. We in turn adapt their method to treat 
the Szego integrals introduced here. This requires some minor changes which 
we record below. Otherwise, the contents of Section 10 of [9] can be read 
verbatim. We therefore indicate only the modifications and leave the 
juxtaposition for the interested reader. 
Let (w, U) denote a finite dimensional representation of G with lowest 
weight -,u, where ,U is chosen large enough so that A + p is regular and A ‘- 
dominant and 1 +p is far from the walls. Define the map JA of 
Cm(G, rl+u) @ U into C”(G, rJ by 
L(f@ v)(g) =J,(f(g) 0 @J(g) u> (v E u;g E G;f E P(G, tA+‘,)), 
where JA is the nonzero K-intertwining operator of VA+, @ U into VA given 
by Lemma 10.1 of [9] (JA is unique up to a constant factor). Let RA+, 
denote the K-finite vectors of the kernel of gA+, in C”(G, z~+~), restrict .& 
to c?A +U @ U, and let cPA = jA(RA +,, @ 17). Then S, contains the K-type rA 
with multiplicity one, its other K-types have highest weights 1 + y with y a 
sum of elements in A’, and *PA has an infinitesimal character 
19, Proposition 10.21. 
Let P* = KMoZ,WAN and let (L, HL) be a finite dimensional representation 
of P*. Denote by YL the space of all differentiable functions f: G + HL such 
that (i)f(bg) = L(b)f( g) for b in P* and g in G, and (ii)f is right K-finite. 
Define (W(P* : L : X)f)(x) = (d/dt) f( x + exp tX)],=, for XE g, x E G, and 
f~ Y’. Then (W(P*: L), Y”) is a representation of g. For u* an irreducible 
representation of K,Wo, n* a compatible character of Z,, and V* in 
Hom,(a, C>. set s*(mzun) = (a @ rl@ v)(mzan) = e”loga v(z) u(m). Let 
o* = w lpe. Corresponding to Proposition 10.6 of [9] we have 
PROPOSITION 6.2. If E* is an irreducible representation of P* on HE* for 
which E* @ w* has a composition series HE* @ U = H, 1 H, 3 . . . 3 
H d+, = (0) with irreducible quotient representations ET on HiIHi+, , then 
%(P*: E*) 0 w has a corresponding chain and the respective quotients are 
infinitesimally equivalent to %(P*: ~7). 
The next theorem follows as in [9]. 
THEOREM 6.3. If the integral parameter 2 on tC is such that 
A = A+ S, - 6, is A’-dominant and A - 6, is At-dominant, then the Szegii 
integral S, carries 2!(Tc,,: n: v(A)) into S,. Consequently, (i) S, is 
canonically defined, independent of ,u, and irreducible; (ii) S, carries 
%(n,, , : n: v(A)) onto S, ; and (iii) S, contains tA with multiplicity one and 
rA is the lowest K-type in S, . Moreover, if (A, a) > 0 for each a in A+, then 
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S, is infinitesimally equivalent with the discrete series representation 
@A, H” 1. 
Observe that if A is a limit Harish-Chandra parameter orthogonal to 
{far} c A,, then since X,, =X-,,, the construction of P is independent 
of the two orderings Af={aEA](a,A%OOJU/a,~ and A”= 
(A+ - MPJ l-4 in which A is dominant. Also independent of the 
orderings A+ and A+’ are the parameters rr,,, on MO, q(A) on Z,,,,, and v(A) 
on A. Indeed v(A) = p by (5.1). That nA1 and q(A) are independent of the 
choice of the two A-dominant orderings is less immediate since the Blattner 
parameters 1 and 1’ associated with (A, A+) and (A,A +‘), respectively, 
differ: 1’ = II - ai. However, the parameter LI = L 1 hc agrees with (A’) ]+ so 
a,zua,s and equivalent discrete series representations z,,, of MO arise. 
Furthermore, if G is linear and contained in a simply connected complex- 
itication, CL JZ, = CA&, because i and A’ differ by a root. Hence v(A) is the 
same for both orderings. On the other hand, the two Szego maps S, and Sn, 
map %(z,,,: ~$4): v(A)) onto S, and S,, respectively. Thus, the 
inequivalent representations 3-A and S,, occur in 22(rc,,, : q(A): v(A)). There 
are no other constituents by Schmid’s character identity [ 15, 171. The 
following theorem, then, restates a theorem of Schmid [ 171 in terms of Szego 
integrals: 
THEOREM 6.4. The generalized principal series %(z,,, : q(A): v(A)) is 
infinitesimally equivalent with the direct sum of its K-finite images under S,, 
and S,,. 
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